
                                      VR POWER WEDGE 
Installation instructions 

Tools needed: 

A flat head screwdriver.  

A 10MM socket wrench with a 3 inch extension. 

5-10 min of time. 

NOTE:Read through the directions completely. If at any point you are uncomfortable with performing 

any aspect of this installation please refer it to a qualified service technician. You may also call our Techs 

at 1-832-701-7700 Mon- Friday 

Step1: Remove your intake hose from the throttle body using your flathead screwdriver. 

Step2: Using your 10mm socket remove the four 10MM bolts from the throttlebody.  

Make a mental note of the amount of force needed to loosen the bolts for later. 

There is no need to disconnect the wire harness. 

 
WEDGE ORIENTATION : The thicker side will be on top and the skinny side at the bottom. The VRX part 

number should be facing forward on the top right(driver side) for the VRX-93 and on the VRX-92 it 

should face forward and will be on the DRIVER side.

 
 NOTE-This is the VRX-93 -the part number for the VRX-92 will be the same. 

Step3: Place the gasket provided between the throttlebody and the VR Wedge. 



You will be re-using the OEM O- ring for the rear. 

 
Step 4: Reinstall the throttlebody using the original bolts.(Note the VRX92 for the LS2 requires two 

extended bolts which are supplied} Tighten them completely. 

Step5: Reinstall the intake hose and tighten completely. 

Step6: Restart the vehicle and let engine come up to operating temp, then shut the 

motor off and re-torque the four 10mm bolts. 

Custom tuned vehicles: This product offers substantial gains; these gains will result in more airflow, 

which means more MAF scaling. Some vehicles that have been custom tuned may need to be retuned so 

the MAF does not over scale. Using the LS-3 spacer MAF scaling will rise substantially at lower/Mid-

Range RPM levels, + 175-250HZ, peak HZ is usually +90-120HZ.  

(VR Equipped Camaros only, A6 & M6 models) If the vehicle is custom tuned or has a Tuner on it, it will 
need to be re-tuned to realize the gains from the Power Wedge. If the Vehicle is not retuned the MAF 
will over scale causing the ECU to delay/pull timing advance and it will go rich. 
 What If the vehicle is stock with just has some bolt on part? Ex : a Cat back and a NO TUNE VR. This 
combination will be fine as long as the Red hose is not shortened. If Long tube headers are added to this 
combination it will break the maximum MAF HZ of 9000HZ.  
WHY only the VR? The spacer will move the VR closer to the throttle body, increasing MAF scaling and it 

will run leaner, by 1%. The flow increase is greater with the VR than for any other intake system because 

it accelerates airflow even sitting still by design. (The MAF numbers will rise well over 275-300HZ@45-

4800RPM and 125-200HZ@ 5800RPM) basically its maxing out the MAF sooner. Simply upgrading to a 

Tune model tail section will allow the MAF to go up to 700hp 

 

 


